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I V\,trod ue,Ho VI,
A tnescs, n coV\,\,-pllnhovc of fouy 1::)envs ns n dnvcce V\,\,njov nt LOl::Joln MnYl::JV\,\,Ouvct
1,,u,,lvevs,t/::J. wnnt nnve I Lenvvced?
Fc vcnll i::J , Mi::J cnnvcce to V\,\,nRe n stnteV\,\,evct nbout dnvcce. Fvcdosed !::JOU well fcvcd n wovR

tnnt nns beevc cvented tnyougnout n fouv 1:JWY wveev ns n studevct of dnvcce nt LOl::Joln
MnYl::JV\,\,Ouvct vtvclvevsct/::J. Fov fouv 1::)envs I nnve beevc stvlv,vcg to sn/::J wnntevev would

get V\,\,e tne gvndes. Now, tne gvnde nns V\,\,ucn Less scgvclflwvcce ovey tne feellvcg of
gevceynl nccoV1,1,-pllsnV1,1,e vct nvcd seLf-snhsfnchovc. It tooR V\,\,e fouy 1:JWYS, tnnvcRfull i::J

ovcli::J fouv 1::)envs to Lenvvc tnnt wnnt I nnve to sn/::J nbout dnvcce lsjust ns vnl,d ns nvc/::Jovce

else's tnougnts.
Ive snort: of n ded,whovc ov tnnvcR !::JOU, I would llRe to ncRvcowledge soV\,\,e -peo-ple wno
nnve V\,\,nde tn,s wovR -posslble.
◊ Jud i::J swlcvc fov snowlvcg V\,\,e now to -pnss evcevg/::J bnlls nvcd fov telllvcg V\,\,e nbout
tne sevntovccvc wn 1::J of looRlvcg nt Llfe.

◊ Scott Helvczevlcvcg fov telllvcgjud i::J tnnt I wns dolvcg well eve Modevvc dnss
secovcd seV\,\,estey fyesnV\,\,evc 1::)eny nvcdjudi::J foy V\,\,nRcvcg suve I Rvcew ne nnd told
nev so.

◊ Holl1::J_Jonvcstovc fov ndv,slvcg V\,\,e eve vcot hi::Jlvcg too nnvd to souvcd SV\,\,nrl: bewuse
1 nlvend i::J nV\,\,.

◊ Scott Helvczeyllvcg foy nlwn/::Js snowcvcg now V\,\,UCVI ne trnli::J loves dnvcce evevc
wnevc ne does vcot RVCOW ne cs docvcg ct.

◊ Flsi::J FYnvcco fov covch vculvcg to tnlvcR I nV\,\, tne best -peysovc sne Rvcows nvcd
bellevlvcg evev/::J wovd tnnt coV\,\,es out of V\,\,1::J V\,\,outn ns e,x:tveV\,\,eli::J eduwted.
❖ scott Helvczevlcvcg fov PnYcs.
❖ MnvR Pe-p-plvcg fov nlwn/::Js WV\,\,V\,\,evcdlvcg V\,1,1::J oygnvccznhovc nvcd hV\,\,e
V\,\,nvcngeV\,\,evct sRclls. (It ovcl i::J V\,\,nde V\,\,e woYR nnydey nt tneV\,\,)

❖ M i::J ROOV\,\,V\,\,ntes nvcd fellow dnvcceYs fov nnvcvcg tne -pntlevcce to denl wltn V\,\,e
beenuse lt ls vcot nvc WS!::J tnsR.

◊ Tojudi::J scnllvc fov nlwn/::Js V\,\,nRcvcg suve we Rvcew now lutR1::) we weYe to be nble
to dnvcce nvcd fov blesscvcg us, nll tne dnvccevs befove us, nvcd nll tne dnvccevs /::Jet
to be. sne cs n gl� to tne Dnvcce world.
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PR£S£NJTATION OF THEM£ AND RESEARCH
The theme of my choreographic work was a rave
atmosphere. This dance culture is something I only began to be
familiar with recently and I found it to be a very moving
experience every time because of the people's connection to the
music and dancing. There was also this spectrum of novelties I
thought I could use that would help bring this event to life. This
was to be an experiential search for the emotions communicated
through social dance at raves and rave influenced nightclubs.
One form of my research consisted of attending places like
Club Giant in Hollywood or other large scale Raves that are put
on at Convention centers by big promotion companies. While
surrounded by the beats and lights I would observe the people
dancing. I would watch them socialize and I would also be
aware of the circumstances involving my own group of friends. I
found a sort of vigor in everyone's dancing. This kind of music
conveys so much energy and stimulation; one of the very reasons
why I chose this theme is that it seems to pull out every ounce of
power. It feels so good to dance so hard when the music is
absolutely blaring and I wanted to show this in my work.
I had to do a lot of researching on my own first. I wanted to
focus on exactly what spoke to me about this atmosphere and
how I could get a group of dancers to portray this. I started by
improvising a lot in order to build my own vocabulary. Since I
was trying to represent a real life event I obviously could not use
concert dance language, I had to develop my own.
The other form of research I did was through the Internet.
Considering the trend revolves around technology there were
several web pages where I could find information and people's
views about raves and this music and dance culture. From
reviews of the latest rave to history of raves there was more
information then I thought would be available. This was also a

great tool for costume ideas. A large portion of the Internet
search was to purchase glow sticks at discounted bulk rates. It
took many days but I finally found a company that sold six-inch
glow sticks for $.89. In stores they nm for about $2.50 so my
work paid off so to speak.
What I learned through my research was more then just
concepts for a choreographic work. I enjoyed reading about
what I had experienced in other people words. It reassured me
of my choice of theme for my senior thesis, which is meant to be
meaningful. There is a strong sense of community at raves
because people are not there to drink excessive alcohol while
producing negative energy and making people feel
uncomfortable. Although substance abuse is prevalent the
environment is dedicated to the talents of the DJs and the
freedom to look and dance however makes you happy. We have
learned that dance, especially social dance, is a part of every
single culture and within cultures there are sub-cultures.
Through the medium of dance, all individuals have the
opportunity for expression.
The following are pictures taken at a rave. I have included
them to show the similarities in my thesis.

JOURNAL
I kept a journal of my choreographic process. I used it as a
tool for different purposes. I used my journal for documenting my
ideas, to reflect on the entire process and rehearsals, and also to
remember choreography. I had ten dancers and keeping track of
all their movement would have been difficult if I had not written
it down. This also helped me to be better prepared for my
rehearsals and not waste any of the dancers' time.
Attached you will find Xeroxed copies of the journal I kept
since the beginning of my exploration of this choreographic
work.
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The following page is the calendar I created for my cast.
They were all given a copy so as to not have any confusion of the
time commitment required of them. Some changes were made
but this was the basic plan.
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Rehearsals were fun because they were only an hour and
the dancers learned the movement quickly. This allowed time to
add details that I had missed while creating the choreography on
my own. I really wanted to make the most out of every rehearsal
and come completely prepared. However, obstacles did make an
impact during our last few rehearsals; time and scheduling being
the most important and difficult issue with the female cast
members. The three boys were added only in February and they
never had a problem with nighttime rehearsals but we did run
into a lack of rehearsal space.
I am very proud of my dancers and the exceeding effort the
put into my work. I always felt more like a team with me as the
captain and we definitely met our goal.
I am including the audition notice used, the audition sign in
sheet, and the contact sheet used because I feel it reflects the
organization of this concert piece and its cast members since
the beginning.

WHEN: WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 6, 1999

8:30-9:30

WHERE: BURNS 239

YVETTE B. FRANCO IS AUDITIONING FOR HER SENIOR

THESIS TO BE PRESENTED IN APRIL 2000

DANCERS PLEASE COME EARLY TO WARM UP
BRING JAZZ SHOES
SEE YOU THEREl!!I!
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Thesis Cast

Yvette B. Franco
DANCER
Jamie Pinner
Ann Buch
Alison Riehle
Leah Fisher
Alicia Lissik
Beth Hodus
Danielle Haskin
Mark Pepping
Jeremy Smith
Stan Suh

PHONE#
649-4354
258-0225
649-4354
670-6710
649-4663
645-3759
338-1682
670-6742
670-6742
670-6742

COSTUMES
The costumes for my piece were all chosen for each
personality. They were all to be different because at clubs we
see many different individuals expressing themselves through
fashion. We used clothing that the dancers already owned as
well as making a few purchases.
I took care of selecting my own costumes because I
thought only I could see what characters I could bring out of
each one of my dancers. I started looking around the shopping
malls but everything was to normal and since people at raves try
to make a statement, I really wanted each dancer to be in
something they would not normally wear. I found this fairly new
store called Hot Topic. It started as a Gothic store with a lot of
black, vampire style clothing. However since Raves are the new
big trend in recreation and fashion, this store helped me
tremendously.
The fashion ideals at Raves are of being loud and almost as
if returning to a childhood/fairy tale innocence. There is a big
demand for little t-shirts with childhood favorites like Strawberry
Shortcake or Rainbow Brite. A link to cartoons and animation is
evident especially in the clothing. Colors are bright and radiate a
carefree mind-set. The clothing is comfortable and unbinding as
it is a necessity for the purpose of dancing well and to your full
capability.
I have included a photograph of each dancer and their
costume for this piece.
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MUSIC
Because the music is such an integral part of the rave
experience it had to be perfect. Fortunately I had a friend that is
beginning a career as a disc jockey using House and Techno
music. I knew I could go to Stan for advice and assistance.
We would listen to song after song. After we had a few
tracks selected he would blend two songs to see if the
transitions were effective. After only two meetings we had our
entire musical sample. I had only thought of Stan as
recommending DJs or CDs that I could go purchase myself in
order to mix it myself but Stan was very generous with his time
and equipment and offered to mix, record, and burn the complete
musical medley onto CD.
When I would listen to my music I would see many different
rave/club scenarios. It energized me as well as my dancers. I
found so much in this particular music. There was always the
constant beat of the bass but many different melodies would
come in and out and back again but in a different pitch. Accents
like the whistle in the background added to the effect of the
music.

The music used was as follows:
Morgan King, "Free"
System F, "Out of the Blue"
Transformerz, "Pacific Symphony"

THE STA6E AND U6HTIN6
Lighting is a large component at Raves. I knew laser lights
were not going to be accessible and static stage lights would not
be effective either. My own personal favorite light apparatus is
the disco ball and I strongly felt I wanted to use one. I was a
very visual choreographer for this piece and I had had lighting
ideas every time I discovered a new section of the work.
With the help of the lighting designer John Binkley we set
the mood of this party. The music would begin and the curtain
would wait to open as if we were walking into the scene already
in progress. The disco ball was in motion on a dim stage and as
the dancers appeared the lights would progressively get more
intense. As the girls continued dancing the lighting would
change subtly only to accent certain spatial arrangements. I
used glow sticks as props. When this section of the piece began,
a 25 second fade to black was used so when the dancers all
faced the audience in a line downstage all we would see was the
moving glow sticks.
With a big change in the music, the lights came up on a one
count up fade and the three male dancers were already on stage
to start another section of the piece. I liked this part because of
the element of surprise added with the lighting. The lighting
really helped delineate the different sections of the entire piece
and helped the audience journey through the scene. The piece
ended with the dancers still dancing in a softer light just like the
beginning and the music was still playing as if the party were to
continue.
I feel the dancers had a better connection to the mood of
this piece once the lighting was set. The vibrant colors helped
them to relive club surroundings therefore allowing themselves
to really be in the moment.

PUBUCIIT
Included you will find a copy of the poster and a flyer used
for publicity.
The copy of the poster enclosed is not in the original size. I
had it downsized for binding purposes alone. The original poster
for publicity was theatre card size of about 1 1 X 1 7. Keith
Andreen, a theatre alumnus provided his graphic design talents
for our concert.
I have also included here a copy my biography and intention
statement for documentation purposes.

CHOREOGRAPHED BY
AMY ALLEN

LEAH FIS'HER

Y\IETTE B. FR · CO

JES'S'ICA GROS'S'MAN
S'ARAH HARl< NES'S'
JES'S'ICA HARPER

April 12-15
Strub Theatre S:00
fer tickets call «JTA
at (310) 33S-75SS

THE DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE AND DANCE
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
proudly presents

TH E AN NUAL
STUDENT DANCE CONCERT
/J/!
i

J

/4 /

;...__;:;L

April 12, 13, 14, 15

8:00pm
Strub Theatre, Foley Building

Tickets: CTA 3 10.338.7588

Biography
Yvette B. Franco has been dancing since she was very young
beginning at Bailey's Young World followed by various other
organizations throughout Orange County, California. Yvette will be
graduating in May with a major in Dance and a minor in Theatre
Arts. She has worked extensively with Disneyland Entertainment
since 1 996 and hopes to further her career in dance and
performance. She has participated in four lMU dance concerts and
has had a delightful experience with all the wonderful
choreographers, both student and professional, she was been able to
work with. She is thrilled to have been given the opportunity to
choreograph for and manage this concert. life without a stage is
unimaginable and she would like to thank all those who haven't let
her lose sight of her dream.
Intention Statement
We all find ourselves dancing collectively with friends and family at
special occasions or just for fun. You may even be on a dance floor
full of strangers but you are connected through the music. For me
these events are always a way to escape and feel free. Take a
moment and really feel the energy you can get from music and
dancing, try and let the music set you free into a whirlwind of
movement.

POST' CONCERT REFLECTION AND
ANALYSIS
THE EXTERNAL
The performance environment of this concert was very
positive. I felt every one giving genuine praise to each other,
which in turn bonded our dance community stronger. My piece
was well received especially by those audience members who
have experienced rave atmospheres and could recall moments
throughout the piece. Many people told me they enjoyed the
glow stick section the most. The colorful costumes looked great
on stage with lighting and when the three boys came out on
stage it made for a good transition into another vibe. The
dancers got a feel for the audience's reaction on opening night
therefore they were more open to invention and discovery the
following three nights. They continued to expand their
improvised, interactive moments every night.

THE I NTERNAL
During the performance of my piece I would be anxious yet
confident that the dancers would perform well. I am sure even
the most brilliant choreographers get nervous at the thought of
something drastically wrong happening but once the piece
started I felt at ease that all would go splendidly. I would be very
focused on watching the dancers' expressions and energy yet I
had to continue calling the lighting cues so I could not get too
emotionally distracted. I had a general feeling of
accomplishment throughout the run of our show. It was
wonderful to finally get to see the whole work on the proscenium
stage with lighting and the dancers feeding off the energy of
each other and the audience.

OTHERS/THE COMMUNITY:
I watched my dancers grow from the beginning and when I
would catch a glimpse of one of them really going for it, I felt
proud. Not only because they had done what I asked but also
because they took a moment to reach deep inside of themselves
to learn something new.
The connection with my dancers was strong because we
had worked on this piece since first semester and we had all
already been friends, however, because I could only watch from
afar and I could not even discuss with them after the
performance how it went, I felt a bit disconnected during the
concert. I could not share in their backstage antics or their
immediate feelings after performing. Only their thoughts about
the "night before" which I felt had perhaps lost some of its
sincerity.
The running crew was very helpful considering they had so
many gimmicks to attend to. They had to turn the disco ball on
and off because it was not connected to the light board and also
picking up the glow sticks after the piece had ended. The all
female crew was very responsible. They had their duties to carry
out and they always finished promptly. Without them the show
would not have run as smoothly as it did. They pulled curtains,
changed gels, and helped in any way needed and they were
definitely an asset to our production as a whole.
THE SELF
This entire experience was unlike any other I have ever
had. Discovery took place almost every day and especially
during the concert. My own experience was different then my
fellow choreographers because of my added responsibilities with
stage-managing. It was a great time in my life to really push
myself and see what I could accomplish. Within the last year my
need for leadership and utter perfection has increase terrifically.
This gave me the opportunity to take a lead. Of course I made a

few forgivable mistakes and some not so forgivable but I took
risks and I proved to myself that I had other talents besides
dancing. Physically, emotionally, and spiritually I see how. I have
matured in the four years I have studied dance.
I have found that the journey of this experience was much
more important then the final outcome. Assembling a work with
ten dancers was sure to have its ups and downs. The only thing
need mentioned is my time right before the concert where I had
felt frustrated. Not with my dancers but more with my dance. I
felt confused and dejected about my choice of work. I felt I had
seen a goal but took the wrong path somewhere along the way.
Without having the dancer's full capacity at rehearsals it was
difficult to know whether or not my intention would pull through
the otherwise simple movement and patterning. After a meeting
with my mentor I realized the importance of these feelings
because of their relationship to how I truly feel about dance. It
was not about ending up a failure but an explorer of life and what
it offers at certain times.
THIE FUTURE
It was a great transitional semester to be able to dance so
much and still find other links to the real world where I am
headed full force. These were my first experiences at
choreographing for the stage and stage-managing so
subsequently I can only get better. My look toward the future
has become less frightening.
Everything I have learned these four years is something I
will take with me wherever I may go. Dance is a discipline unlike
any other as that it allows your creative senses to flourish. I
enjoyed everything about stage-managing except for its non
creative elements. This only goes to show me that I will be able
to do any job and if need be I will add my own artistic quality to
it.

What is Dance?
For most people, defining dance might be a fairly easy task. These people would
instantly picture a ballerina or the waltz at a wedding reception as dance. However, for
the select few who are passionate about watching dance and also the people who study
dance, it is in fact a very difficult assignment. For myself, dance is many things. It is art
and it is also a learned movement skill that takes many years of practice and dedication.
Philosophers have struggled with defining dance since the development of modern dance.
It was at one time viewed as any rhythmic movement. However hammering a nail or
rowing a boat is also rhythmic movement and it would not be considered dance 1 . I will
define dance using six important questions. What is dance, who dances, when do we
dance, where do we dance, why do we dance, and how do we dance? My definition of
dance for our modern western culture will conclude the paper.
Some examples of events, which I would refer to as dance or dancing, are Alvin
Ailey's famous work called "Revelations" choreographed in 19602 or a packed night club
full of eager young people who are there to dance. These are the two most common
experiences I have involving dance, theatre dance and recreational dance. Although these
two examples are very different situations and activities, they can both be discussed as
dance. I will explain how dance is directly related and indirectly related to these two
events.
Let us first begin with what is dance? Dancing is an event that can be
experienced alone or shared. When we experience dance as viewers, we see the

1 Cohen, Marshall and Copeland, Roger (editors). What is Dance: Readings in Theory and Criticism.
(Oxford; New York; Oxford University Press 1983) 4
2
Au, Susan. Ballet and Modern Dance. (Thames and Hudson Ltd. , London 1988) 1 80

expressiveness movement can take. When we ourselves are participators in the dance,
we can feel the expression and communication come through ourselves.
Ultimately dance is gesture. A series of gestures can be interpreted as dance.
These gestures usually communicate ideas or thoughts. A single gesture can have a
literal translation; a hand out stretched and open meaning STOP. It could also be non
literal or abstract as when a dancer is using a lot of circular spatial patterns to portray
confusion. Dance could be improvised gestures as well. There are also gestures and
movement that date back into history, which are codified with specific terminology and
belonging to a certain genre of dance.
The content of a dance can range from improvised pedestrian movement to a full
blown choreographed production, such as Alvin Ailey's "Revelations". This
choreographic work is made of many sections and it is danced to Negro spiritual hymns.
The choreography depicts religious healing and spiritual cleansing. The sections include
a duet, and baptismal representation, and an energized ensemble piece called "Rocka My
Soul in the Bosom of Abraham". A dance such as this takes many days in creative
development, many hours in rehearsal, and will ultimately be a piece that will last forever
in the history of dance. It has been recorded and notated and will be a part of dance
history for many future generations to learn, perform, and experience.
With a theatrical dance such as this there are many more elements involved
besides the movement. There is a stage, costumes, lighting, and sometimes scenery.
This is conce1i dance or theatre dance. As audience members these elements are what we
have come to expect. Theatre dance stems from large celebrations given during the court

of Louis, the Sun King. Steps began to be codified and we eventually see the emergence
of ballet technique.
Dance is therefore also improvised movement. Movement that is spontaneous
and umehearsed with hardly any vocabulary except adjectives. Adjectives such as
percussive, fluid, intense, or uninhibited can describe this kind of dancing. These are
merely a few of the qualities dancers show at dance halls or special occasions.
Now lets think of how we dance. All dance contains the analytical elements of
time, space, and energy. In the theatre dance venue, a piece without one of these
elements would be considered poor in its creation. As dance and choreographic mtists
we are able to use these elements in any way we intend. We can use them individually by
directing attention or focus to one more than another and we can also weave them
together to form very interesting and visually stunning movement.
Time in dance is looked at as the duration of the activity and also the tempo or
speed one is dancing. Space is examined as the actual space in which the dancers move
in relation to each other and also the size and shape of the location where they are
moving. The energy of dance comes from within the dancer. There is free flowing
energy and bound energy and there can also be high and low energy.
Time, as the duration of a piece, is the length between beginning and end. The
tempo of the music used is also a component of time. This can change tln·ough out the
piece as well. Dances may begin with a very languid, atmospheric selection of music that
does not really have counts and then move to a second section, which is very fast with a
lot of striking movement. I enjoy using a varied tempo in the same piece. I believe it to
be more of a challenge because you have to change the way you think and approach the

movement when the tempo changes. Some choreographers use a meter that is irregular.
It becomes difficult to learn how to count the music because it is not your basic 4/4meter. The phrases may change from triplets to duplets and then a seven count. But this
is also what can make a piece much more challenging and interesting.
The spatial relationships the dancers hold with each other and the audience and
also the way the dancers creatively use the space is critical in a dance piece. Two dancers
in a duet may dance close to one another using each other to form shapes or they may
also dance on opposite ends of the stage. A choreographic work may also experiment
with vertical space using a lot of elevated movement and jumps rather than low earth
bound movement or floor work. The use of space and spatial patterning is a key factor in
the shape of a work as a whole. Another use of space is the dancer's own personal space.
He or she may have the movement style of using a large kinesphere or remain intimate
and keep the movement near his or her core.
The energy of a dance is what may attract people the most. In our fast paced
culture, if a dance were fast with a lot of high energy then the audience would probably
leave the performance remembering it as that. A quickly paced dance has the tendency to
make the audience feel like moving and this is why they may remember it more vividly.
This could also be explained as kinetic mimicry. Kinesthesia, a sixth physical sense,
happens when we see people moving energetically and we want to participate as well.
Although a dance is slow it can still have a powerful energy to it.
Who dances? To say the least, everyone dances. From babies to elders,
movement is necessary in everyday life. Dance is part of everyone's culture in one way
or another. We implement dance in a variety of cultural manners but it continues to

connect us as a human race. A dancer may begin to dance as a child in technique lessons
or a dancer may be someone who simply feels like being in motion. If you have a
heartbeat some would call you a dancer. The rhythms of the body connect us with the
world we live in and the people we encounter. We find this internal need for movement
when we are joyful.

Why do we dance? This is the most personal question of all. Why do we dance?
It is interesting to hear the very different reasons people choose to dance. We may dance
for exercise, for happiness, for spiritual motivation, or for artistic purposes. What ever
our reason, we are unconditionally united in the notion that we dance because it makes us
feel better. Those who have exercise needs feel better for maintaining a healthy standard
of living. When we dance for joy the entire world is a much better place. Native
American tribes would dance in rituals that they believed would improve their way of
life. A dance artist is one who works extremely hard to expand their craft and when their
work is performed, whether it is choreographically or in another' s presentation, they
become incredibly proud of all they have accomplished. Dancing is the best treatment
for an able body. It is a way to get in touch with our emotions and express ourselves.

When do we dance? Most commonly you could find dance at celebrations.
Weddings or birthdays or even the last day of finals is cause to celebrate with a little
dancing. We dance when we feel the need to communicate our feelings. Before there
was a language, people used movement to communicate with each other. In theatre
dance, artists use dance to communicate their ideas. These may be social, political,
spiritual like Alvin Ailey, or simply movement ideas. "This is the prime purpose of the
modern dance; it is not interested in spectacle, but in the communication of emotional

experiences. "3 Dance is often a tool for the artistic demonstration of an individual's
beliefs about the world around them.
Where do we dance? Locations where one would find dance is at public dance

clubs, social events or parties, the stage, or in technical dance class. Alvin Ailey's
"Revelations" would be found on a stage. Stage houses themselves vary in that there are
some modern, technically advanced theatres with all the latest innovations and there are
outdoor theatres in Emope from ancient Greek society that simply have a performance
and audience space. Stages can be on Broadway in New York City and they can be in
someone's living room. Dance as art has many ways it can be observed. As far as social
dancing, for a nominal fee, one can dance until four in the morning at Club Giant in
Hollywood. Here you would find an array of dancers. Male and female, black and white,
gay and straight; the individuals that attend Giant are dynamically vivacious dancers.
They manifest a sense of independence and freedom to be whomever they want to be. To
be in a room full of strangers yet enjoying the music and dancing has been popular
entertainment for many years and will only continue to strengthen generations. People
also take lessons to be taught specific styles of dance. A few years ago there was a craze
for Swing dancing. Ballet is the most common form of dance taken by young students.
Throughout the country you can find many private studios offer performing arts lessons
and community centers that offer ballroom dancing for older couples. Where we dance is
basically where we choose to and the true dancer finds that it begins in their heart.
Now back to the question we began with, what is dance? Dance is life. I thereby
conclude that to live is to dance and to dance is to live. Dance touches all facets of life
and throughout our years we find ourselves affected by dance in one way or another. A
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young girl dances, an aged man dances. We dance through the streets on a bright sunny
day. We dance alone. We dance together. We dance for celebration of ourselves, of life.

Aesthetic Statement
Dance can have many different aesthetics. With so many farms of dance it is hard describe
dance as simply beautiful. Ballet, some would say, has the most handsome quality of the forms of dance
of our western culture. It's gracefulness and sometimes-ethereal images take the audience toward the
mysterious and unknown. Paul Taylor's Modern Dance Company is beautiful in its strength and power.
His dancers are agile and tough. From folk dance to professional dance we find what we enjoy
individually, according ta our tastes in art and performance. For example, someone with a conservative
upbringing may find a dance about sex and drug use, somewhat offensive. Another scenario would be if
person watching a performance with a lot of light, flowing movement may feel uncomfortable because he
or she would rather see weighted and bound material. These differences in taste have led everyone to
their own definition of aesthetics.
I myself have had the chance to clarify what I prefer in a dance aesthetic. Ballet has had a
tradition of thin women and gorgeous lines since the l!lSD's with George Balanchine. As an audience
member, when I go to see a ballet. this is what I look for. Ballet is a completely codified technique. A
!endue will never be called anything else in the ballet world. As a dancer I enjoy ballet because of its
history and discipline. It is gratifying la know that for many years and everywhere in the world mast
ballets classes will begin al the barre with plies. Dancers have learned pirouettes the same way I am now
learning them. I know that when, and ii, my future children take a dance class that I can ask them la
passe arms an fifth and they will do exactly what I had pictured. Ballet was my first experience with
dance a child. I think ii was better for me lo have learned the basis af such a structured technique first
because I could tell from early on that dance was a serious activity.
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A big jab of dancers is lo make their movement look effortless. Professional ballerinas
accomplish this splendidly. Because I am a dancer I have an idea of what may be an extremely difficult
and risky move or what may just take some extra work and concentration. When I see an extraordinary
trick or feat, I almost wriggle out of my seal. An example al this would be the latest concert of Stephanie
Gilliland's dance company, Tongue. I am familiar with their work and when I would see one al them do
something amazing, I would get this silly smile an my face because I am just thrilled to be witnessing this
kind of mastery al physical intensity. I connect with this movement because of its approach la defy
gravity at times. It is exciting and always satisfying as a viewer as well a dancer.
I have been dancing since a very impressionable age and I have had a lat of influences. As a little
girl I danced in a studio, which focused mare an performing Broadway type production numbers than
actual technique. Then I got older and realized I had not actually learned anything new in about two years!
I was just doing the same movements and routines over and aver. I craved something more substantial. I
went an to gymnastics, cheerleading, show chair, and a studio that focused on commercial jazz. I was like
every other high school dancer, not really sure why I was dancing, I just knew that I enjoyed ii and I did
not have anything else to do. Alter my first year al Loyola Marym□unt, I finally gal serious. I decided to
try and forget everything I was taught and start fresh. I needed to rebuild mentally and physically and
when I felt that I could use what I had learned before then I would re-integrate it all as needed. Currently
the dance forms in order al my ability are Modern, Jazz, musical theatre, Ballet. and Tap. In order of love
and appreciation, I place Modern, Ballet, musical theatre, Jazz, and Tap. Tap will always hold a special
place in my heart because of its connection lo musical theatre and my earliest years with dance but I am
not the kind al tapper we see today. The tap al today is much more grounded and fierce. Modern dance
is the dance farm I really feel I can benefit the mast from.

My dancing has grown and changed in many ways but as I think back, my aesthetic has remained
the same. My own personal aesthetic is al large kinesphere and full shapes. I am a bound mover because
I exercise sa much importance an stability. I enjoy moving skeletally and taking up a lat al space.
Traveling and making use al the area surrounding me is something I identify with. I like to jump vertically
and use power. Shaping is my big habit. Whatever the shape, I am comfortable in it. Wherever the shape
may be, whether in the air or an the floor, I can arrive there unwaveringly. I am alsa fond al direct
movement with an intentioned beginning and ending. I feel safer when I begin movement, knowing where
it will lead.
However, transitions and actually getting int□ the shape continues to be awkward far my body.
Large movement comes easier lo me rather than small intricate movement. Undulating and spirals are
difficult because I ha.ve become so used to moving my body in large sections, skeletally. I need ta develop
a better sense of weight and looseness throughout my facility. In class, when we have a phrase that is
quick, with a lot of directional changes and opposition, I become very frustrated. I loak at Hally our
teacher, and I see all the movement that can happen and then I laok at myself and I don't see anything! As
an intelligent dancer I realize haw these areas are the anes I should focus on more.
Modern dance has became my forte. Twa years aga I would have thought it was jazz but after
concentrating on Lewitzky technique for several semesters and Stephanie's free-for-all technique, I
found myself awkward and uncomfortable in this semester's commercial jazz class. It took my body al
least three weeks to remember what ii was like to dance commercial jazz. I had noticed earlier an that I
would become bared in the jazz classes I took aver summer and winter breaks, but I just blamed the
teacher. I now realize haw much mare satisfying and harder modern dance is. I don't find much
discipline in jazz. I feel that mast anyone, with a few classes can do it. I thought I would pursue a career
in modern dance but after those first few weeks of commercial jazz my body found all those places ii

used ta know before University dance, only fortunately this time they are being done correctly. As a
competitive dancer I know I should continue ta push myself in all areas of dance, therefore my awn
personal aesthetic should not be concrete in that I won't be able perform as a choreographer would need
farm me. I feel now that I need ta stay connected ta commercial jazz because blended with modern
dance, it's where I would be the strangest and mast successful.
A performer I admire greatly is Elizabeth Parkinson, a Jaffery dancer turned Fosse wha also
danced in the Eliot Feld Campany far a short time. I first saw her in "Fosse, A Celebration al Dance" here
in Las Angeles and I could not stop talking about her alter the show. In her biography, ii mentioned a
video she had made with the Jaflery Ballet called Purple Rain; I went that week la the library and watched
her. I also spatted her an the caver al Dance Magazine in September; needless la say I snatched it up and
read her entire featured article, which I wished, would have been longer. I admire her sa because she is
typical al the image I have as "dancer" since I was a little girl. When I would pronounce that I would be a
dancer when I grew up, SHE is wham I meant. Completely ballet trained with a "killer" body and just a
wonderful performer. She does not get physically tired and as an audience member I would never get
tired of watching her. She is absolutely electrifying when she hits the stage. She only needs to walk an
and the focus is an her immediately. She exudes this idea al personal expression when she dances and
this is what I hope lo one day convey la an audience when I dance far them.
I enjoy watching dance in all its farms. The one satisfaction I receive from any sari al
performance is knowing that the dancers have worked very hard. Rehearsed hours upon hours and is
now deserving of all applause. Being a hard worker is more of a quality but far myself I want ii to be an
aesthetic as well. I want ii lo shaw in my dancing haw passionate I am and that the effort I exude is
completely what my dancing is all about.

Leah Fisher
I have been very fortunate to watch Leah Fisher grow
exceptionally these last liour years. Leah has this inner drive that
moves people to expect more of themselves because she demands so
much oli herselli, Watching her dance is like seeing a word problem
being solved by the end. She is the ideal intelligent dancer, The
dedication she gives to her art is admirable and being a classmate oli
hers was definitely an advantage lior mysell!.
Leah has dealt with technique since her l!irst days at Loyola
Marymount and she has come out a victor. Not only with basic
technique but with creative expression as well. I have also seen her
struggle with remembering combinations and now she can reproduce
movement proliiciently, having only just learned it. These are traits oli
a dancer with a lot of potential.
Leah has learned to access many dili£erent movement qualities.
Her kinesphere reaches just past her fingers as she concentrates on her
core and balance. She can shiit irom being a very bound mover to one
with l!reedom and flow in her extremities. She is usually quick and
light and then she will incorporate a sense ol! weight when useliul. Her
choreography li:or the Student Dance Concert applies all these
qualities. The spirals were quick and light and the deep lunges to the
Hoor and the plank push•up positions used a great deal ol! weight.

Leah's dancers were able to connect with the use o!i her torso
and core very well and her choreographic work was a complete
success. It demonstrated many o!i the ideals we learned about
movement in modern class and choreography in composition class.
She has proved hersell! a superb student oli dance once again.

Career Reflection

Whal am I most excited about after graduation?
I am mostly excited about starting my life and starting to work. I find that a job, any job, is
a very defining aspect of someone's life. With a job I can then have responsibilities that
lead to accomplishments as well as receiving the benefits of earning an income.
What am I most afraid of?
I am most afraid of ending up in a job that doesn't make me happy. Not only because i t
wouldn't pay well but if i t were a situation where I didn't feel I was being used to my
potential or if I felt repressed because I just fell into some kind of employment rut. I just
hope I may always "do what I love, love what I do".
Everything everyone has told me I should do after I graduate:
My family and friends have always supported my desire to perform so they haven't really
tried lo sway me in other directions. I'm not sure why. It's not because they think I am so
talented that I won't have a problem and its not tl1at they do not think I could not do
anything else, I feel more that tl1ey just know how driven I am and I will always do what I
want to do. My father, although not encouraging, has never asked me lo do anything tliat
wouldn't make me happy. He just wants lo be assured that I could take care of myself if
necessary.
Everything I wish-but think cannot come true:
I wish many things but I do not like to set goals that are completely unrealistic. I wish to
dance and for success and happiness and I am sure to find it somewhere.
What have I actually started or put in motion:
Finishing school is definitely what has put my dream in motion. It is an exciting time to be
out tl1cre and auditioning. When I had auditioned before I did not take it very seriously
because I knew I had school to worry about. Trying to learn the ropes by speal,ing "'�th
and asking questions of those that have become professional dancers has also helped
tremendously. I also took a trip to New York City to find out a little more about a dancer's
life. I have begun auditioning for cruise ships and agents for this is where I believe my next
step to be. I have been really pushing myself to take a lot of technique classes before
school gets out and I have found that jazz classes are the best to prepare for the cruise ship
auditions. I am basically ready to put myself out there ,me! work.
Personal and professional contacts:
New York City - Katie Suess and J ocly McClean
Los Angeles - Jucly Scalin and Disneyland Resort Parade Department
Where will I live?
I will move back to Orange County with my mother until I gel a job that will allow me to
relocate.

Do I have a financial cushion?
I have saved $50 from every paycheck from Disneyland so I have "my" money for a rainy
clay. My parents will always mal,e sure I am at least eating and ½�II support me until I can
support myself, which will be soon.
What mil be my financial obligations?
Since I mil be living with my mom, I mil not have rent or bills to pay. All I really need to
worry about is paying for continued dance classes, vocal instruction, and anything else I feel
mil help me in my performance.
Do I have a car?
Yes I am fortunate enough to own my very own car.
Will I need a car?
Yes!!! Considering I will be living in Orange Conaty and mil be driving to Hollywood/Los
Angeles several times a week, I mil rely on my car immensely.
What else mil I need?
The determination and perseverance to continue training and continue going on auditions
even if it takes me longer then I expect.
Where mil I study dance?
In Orange County I will study dance at a studio called Jimmie DeFore's Performing Arts
Center, and at the West Coast Conservatory of Ballet. Hopefully I will be able to take al
The Edge Performing Arts Center since I mil be driving that direction for auditions.
Dance Support System?
Lcal1 Fisher and I have decided to help each other in ,my way possible when it comes to
our dance careers.
Alumni ContacLs?
Katie Suess,Jody McClean, Molly McLaverty,Jen Wilber
Practical Job?
1 . Stay at Disneyland and work my way up in the Entertainment Division.
2. Work mth my Dael in real estate.
3. Physical Therapist (after I returned to school)
Desired Job?
l . Dance
2. Dance around the world
3. Choreographer or Stage Manager at Disneyland

MY Car-eer- Vlot
1 . l?e§umes. tiead§hots. and Letter-s ar-e enc:losed.
2. MY §k.ills in dance include- technique. Per-for-mance.
ex111er-ience.
J. MY challenaes in dance include-r-isk.ina and attem111tin1?
differ-ent §b'le§ or- for-ms
4. I miaht addr-ess my challenaes bY- lear-nina tc be 0111en tc
di§coverr each time I dance
i).

MY §k.ills will wor-k. best to.-- me I have a lot of ene.--ay and
enthu§iasm and I am !liven the 01»111ortunitr tc demonstr-ate
what I ran do o.-- when I ran speak. one on one with rastina
di.--ectcn

6. MY othe.-- §k.ills include: or-aanization and time
manaaement.

1. MY othe.-- challen!?e§ include: lack. in math and calculation

s.

skill§
I ,¥ill be able tc tak.e on multiple re§PonsibiBities and always
do mv best at ,.-hat I am committed tc.

\). MY challenaes will be add.--essed as they appea.--. I will not let
myself fall shor-t on a simple challenae. I feel have the
intelliaence tc conf.--ont a challenae and mak.e the best out of
it.
1 0.
a. §um mer 2000. audition to.-- aaencie§ and dance job§
b. f'all 2000. work and continue auditionina for- dance
jobs
c. Sp.--ina 200 1 . wow-k. and continue auditionina for dance
jobs
d. T!1e next thiree yeairs. work. and relocate tc �ew '3/or-k.
Citr
e. u.-eam. tc be a hi!?hlY emploYable dancer

Summary of Dance Studies
Fundamentals of Dance Composition
• Movement studies: Statues, duets, music study, personal study, narrative, qualities
• Group studies: Machine study, haiku
• Learned how to talk intelligently about dance
• Learned how to write about dance descriptively
• Elements of dance-time, space, and energy and how to implement them
• Importance of transition, intention, and focus
• Weight, flow, positive and negative space, cantilevers
• Learned the language of dance that we would continue to use in future classes
• Talked about dance aesthetic and learning how to appreciate all forms of dance
• Learned how to coach one another
• Learning to feel energy
Dance Styles and Forms
❖ Continuation of dance composition, discussed more about dance aesthetics
❖ Learned how to craft dances with the elements of time, space, and energy
❖ Learned how to craft and revise with a critical eye
❖ We were able to choreograph with an understanding of dance terms from the
beginning: augmentation, in reverse
❖ Learned the importance of musical phrasing
❖ Learned about the different dance aesthetics of the pioneers of American Modern
Dance by doing in depth research of a specific one. I.e. Isadora Duncan, Paul
Taylor
To Dance is Human
• The basic pulse of dance is the breathe
• Introduced to other cultural styles of dance and how they relate to their cultures
• Identifying with our own culture and stories that define us
• Dance is a part of every culture and is a universal human experience
• Studied and wrote about what is culture, what is dance, and what is human
• "Both and" and the concept of assimilation
• How dance has shaped us as a society
• We were exposed to other cultural dance forms i.e. Billy Burg-Colonial folk
dance; Dulce Capadocia-Philipine dance; Lady Walquer-Vareen-Dunham
• The idea that dance is inherent is everyone
• Bodymind
• Creating a visual representation of our lives: the basket
Dance History
♦ Basic history of western dance origins and how recreational dance became
codified
♦ How society's values are reflected in the movement styles of dance (romanticism
and Post-modernism)
♦ Origins of ballet and Modern dance

♦ Dance and its relations to politics; Louis the Sun King to Bill T. Jones
♦ Ballet and its codification that moved into a modern movement which developed
in to many different styles and interpretations
♦ Learned "Contra" dances in studio
♦ Learned biographic information on dance pioneers like Martha Graham, Alvin
Ailey
♦ Famous Ballet story lines, Swan Lake, La Sylphide
♦ Wrote a research paper
Kinesiology
o Skeletal Structure
o Muscular System
o Injury awareness and prevention
o Bones and Muscles
• Foot
• Ankle
• Lower Leg
• Knee
o Movement Analysis
□ Research Paper

**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Multi-Media
Basic Computer (PC) Applications
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Outlook
Microsoft FrontPage - Web Design
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Digital video editing
Presentation skills
Production Timelines
Streaming a live broadcast
Advanced Internet Use
Internet research skills
Working in groups
Dance technology
Music for Dance
o Learned to play the African Jun-Jun drum and the Jembay drum
o Learned basic music fundamentals
o Learned scales and melodies
o Cubase program on the Imac computer for music composition
o Learned how to divide note values
o Learned rhythms

Principles of Teaching Dance
► How to compose a lesson plan
► Theories of child development
► Learned why dance is important for education
► Other ways people teach dance
► The value of a dance education
► Kept journals
► Wrote an advocacy paper
Laban Movement Analysis
◊ Brief history of Rudolph von Laban
◊ Kinesphere
◊ Movement qualities
◊ Space
◊ Effort
◊ Notation
◊ Weight
◊ Core/Distal
◊ Breath connects movement

